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1. Generation of Short CO„ Laser Pulses by Means of a Bistable Optical 

Element 

Interest in obtaining short pulses from a COg laser for use in studies 

of coherent interactions and relaxation in gaseous systems has led to 

the development of a bistable optical element which promises to be of 

general applicability in a wide variety of laser systems.   The device 

consists of a Fabry-Perot cavity filled with a saturable absorber. 

When used as one mirror of a laser cavity, the device can be operated 

so as to switch rapidly from a high reflection, low transmission state 

to a low reflection, high transmission state and thus dump all of the 

energy stored in the laser cavity in a time comparable to the round 

trip time of the cavity.   Other configurations are possible which permit 

repetitive Q-switching, stabilization of laser output intensity, conversion 

of CW laser output to an infinite pulse train of controllable separation 

and duration, and logical operations on two or more signals.    Further 

details are given in Appendix 1. 

2. Rotational Relaxation En'ects in CO, Observed in Standing Wave 1 ■  a B  

Saturation Resonances in Spontaneous Emission 

(This work.has been done jointly with Dr. Charles Freed of Lincoln 

Laboratories) 

The rotational relaxation linewidth OK CO^   ha>:. been measured as 

a function of pressure by means of a standing wave saturation technique. 

In the experiment a low pressure CO, absorption cell at room temperature 
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is subjected to standing wave radiation from a single-mode 

CO., laser oscillating on a preselected 10. 6ji P or R branch 

transition.    The upper level of the transition belongs to the (001) 

vibrational state.   The saturation effect is observed as a sharp 

decrease in spontaneous emission at 4. 3(1 [ (001 -»(000) ]   as the 

laser lines  tuned through the center of the corresponding 10. 6ii 

absorption line.    At a low power level the width of the change signal 

is a measure of the relaxation rate in the (001) vibrational level. 

At higher powers, saturation broadening effects set in.   Pressure shifts 

have also been measured. 

The effect, which is closely related to the Lamb dip effect, may 

be understood as follows:   The intense laser field produces an increase 

in the population of the (001) vibrational state.    Because of rapid 

rotational relaxation this population increase occurs over a whole set 

of rotational levels.   Accordingly, the 4. 3)JL fluorescence intensity 

increases over the entire band by an amount   AI which is a nonlinear 

function of the laser field intensity.     For a sufficiently intense laser 

field,   AI decreases   resonantly by a sizeable fraction as  the laser 

frequency 'v is tuned over   a narrow frequency interval centered  about 

the peak frequency of the Doppler profile, I/Q.   The maximum of the 

resonance occurs at v - vQ and its linewidth as a function of i/ = i/0 

is determined by the C09 relaxation rate, the power broadening of 

the absorbing transition, are the broadening due to the molecular 

transit time across the diameter of the incident jcarr.   This technique is 

applicable to other molecules,  such as CO,   and further experiments are 

planned. 
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3.     Influence of Molecular Relaxation in Coherent Optical Processes 

A series of relaxation studies is currently under way in which the 

fluorescence produced by short intense laser pulses passing through 

a resonant gaseous absorber is used to monitor the excitation density 

remaining after the pulse has traversed the medium.   One may obtain 

considerable information on relaxation processes by studying the 

fluorescence intensity as a function of input pulse intensity 

("fluorescence curve") under various conditions.   The overall 

features of the fluorescence curve depend on the relative 

magnitudes of the pulse duration, T , and the mean relaxation time, 

T, and on the input pulse field intensity (electric field of magnitude E). 

For sufficiently small values of the input field (9 B J^F T    « 1. u = • T)     p n 

o 
transition matrix element),the excitation is proportional to ©   and 

hence increases linearly with the pulse intensity. This statement remains true 

for JJIE      > 1 provided ^E T   << ^ except that in the latter case the slope of the 
fi      p r, 

2 2 
fluorescence curve would be proportional to T   rather than T     .   Note, 

however,  that in any attempt to extract relaxation times from fluorescence 

measurements in the weaK-field limit, one would also have to take into account 

the presence of non-radiative decay channels   and radiation-trapping effects. 

In the case of an inhomogeneously broadened line whose spectrum 

is wide compared to that of the excitation pulse, the initial E   dependence 

of the excitation goes over into a linear dependence upon E, i. e. becomes 

proportional to the square-root of the intensity, when the lesser 

0  »   T        ££ T I«  «  1.   Therefore, given a knowledge of (i and the 

calibration of the intensity scale, it is possible to obtain the relaxation 

time from this transition region of the fluorescence curve. 
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An even more direct way to obtain this information would be to 

measure the fluorescence curve T   « T   where, at appropriate values of 

field intensity (i.e., Q = nt)t the sel:>induced transparency effect occurs.   In 

this case, the sample is left in a completely unexcited state after the 

passage of the pulse.   Accordingly, the fluorescence intensity from the 

upper level to sr ne lower level is a minimum for this pulse, as compared 

with pulses of higher or lower energy.   One thus expects to see maxima and 

minima corresponding to 9 = n7r  superimposed upon the background slope 

of the fluorescence curve.    This effect provides both a calibration of the 

intensity scale and a direct measure of the relaxation time,  since the 

presence of the maxima and minima is very sensitive to having T <T. The 

latter technique has the advantage that it can be used in dilute systems where 

the observation of self-induced transparency is impractical because of the 

small absorption coefficient.   Furthermore, calculations show that the 

effect should be observable, although smaller,   in degenerate systems. 

Experiments are currently in progress to observe these effects in 

the 4. 3^ (00ol -♦ 00o0) fluorescence of CO« excited by a 10, 6/i COg laser. 

Initial observations show the transition from the quadratic to the linear 

dependence on E.   As expected, this transition region shifts to lower power 

levels as the CO« presrure is lowered.   At very low pressures, some in- 

dication of the presence of flattened regions in the excitation curve are 

noted, but no dips   of the magnitude expected have been observed yet. Computer 

calculations using realistic pulse shapes and including relaxation effects 

are being made and some of th<»se,together with experimental results,are 

shown in Fig. 1.   Work is also proceeding on obtaining laser pulses with 

better amplitude and frequency stability as well as spatial uniformity -- 

characteristics which are    essential for observing the maxima and 

minima in the fluorescence curve. 
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4.        Propagation of Intense Short Pulses Through SFg 

Experimental studies of the propagation of short pulses of i0.6/u 

CO« laser radiation through an SFg absorber as a function of absorber 

pressure and of incident pulse intensity, have been completed together 

with a detailed theoretical explanation of the observations. 

It has been shown both experimentally and theoretically that pulse 

reshaping and pulse delays can be obtained in systems with degenerate 

energy levels even under conditions which preclude self-induced trans- 

parency.   The pressure and intensity regimes for   which this is true in 

SFg have been elucidated.    Complications due to apparent self-focusing 

effects at high pressure and high intensity have been noted.  (See Appendix 

II for further details. ) 

A theoretical treatment has also been given of the propagation of 

"Zero TT " pulses through degenerate media.   Such pulses result if one 

introduces a 180° phase change between the leading and trailing halves of 

a pulse in such a way that    \  Edt = 0.    For coherent excitation, the effect 

of the second half of the pulse is essentially to undo the action of the first 

half of the pulse, and this is true independent of the matrix element of the 

transition.   The propagation of these pulses is therefore not qualitatively 

altered by level degeneracy, as is the case for the propagation of 2 jr 

pulses.   In vhe absence of relaxation,  zero degree pulses are expected to 

propagate with relatively little loss of energy but considerable distortion, 

and would be a much more sensitive indicator of relaxation processes than 

2 JT pulses in degenerate media, where the coherent interaction effects are 

masked by the degeneracy. 
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5.       Study of the CO Laser and Plans for the Investigation of Chemical 

Lasers in the Near Infrared 

Plans are under way for a detailed examination of the excitation and 

relaxation processes, occurring in the efficient CO laser.   These include 

attempts towards observing laser oscillations on the vibrational overtones 

corresponding to the v—♦ v-2  transitions, »which fall in the 2. Sjx region. 

The investigation may possibly be extended to chemical lasers such as HF 

and DF.   One goal is to obtain oscillations on vibrational overtones in these 

molecules by inhibiting the v-* v- 1 oscillations.   This would open the 

possibility of obtaining efficient laser oscillations in the 1 to 1. 5(u region. 

The above studies are being planned simultaneously with an investigation of 

detailed relaxation mechanisms. 

- 
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APPENDDC   I 

A BI-STABLE OPTICAL ELEMENT AND ITS APPLICATIONS 

A.  SzBke, V.   Danen. J. Goldhar,  andN. A, Kurnit 
Department of Physics, MIT.  Cambridge, Mass. 02139 

In this publication we describe the operating principles and our first 

experiments on an optical element which has two stable states in a certain 

range of input intensities.   The basic element is a resonant optical cavity filled 

with a saturable absorber ( a "saturable resonator"),   ß is passive in the sense 

that its only energy source is provided by the incident light beam itself.    First 

the operating principles are described, then some applications to produce 

short and strong light pulses are given.   An arrangement is described which 

can produce pulses of variable length and intensity and also infinite optical 

pulse trains when excited by a continuous wave laser.   Finally, we remark on 

switching characteristics. 

Bi-stable and non linear optical devices using lasers, whose oscillation 

is stopped by other lasers were described earlier^ '.    These used gain and 

saturable absorbing elements in the same cavity.     It will be shown below 

that in the presence of an external light beam incident on a cavity a saturable 

absorber alone can give these characteristics.     As a consequence many types 

of lasers can be used;   the device becomes more flexible and has a large range 

of applications. 

■ . 
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Consider a Fabry-Perot resonator filled with a saturable absorber.   We 

assume that a plane monochromatic light wave impinges on the resonator, and 

that when the absorber in the cavity is bleached, the cavity is adjusted to exact 

resonance.      To simplify our discussion, we consider 

steady state only, and we also 

assume that exact resonance is maintained even when the absorber is not sat- 

urated.   The mirrors are characterized by their electric field transmission 

and reflection coefficients,  T and p respectively.    For complex fields these 

are complex numbers, which for negligible mirror loss satisfy 1 = T - p, 
2 2 l=Jp|   +|T)    =R+T, where R and T are the usual reflectivity and trans- 

missivity of the mirror.   The cavity equations for the fields at mirror 1 at some 

time t are 

E2 = T Ej + p Eg ; (1) 

subscripts are defined in Fig. 1.   The absorption coefficient of the material, a 

is defined as usual.   The solution of these equations exhibits the Fabry-Perot 
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resonance, 

E^rEjU-pV211^"**]"1. (2) 

The transmitted and reflected power can then be calculated from the equations 

E3=TE2e-
i^e-^/2   . 

Ej   =  p Ej + T Eg . (3) 

In a saturable absorber, or is a decreasing function of the local intensity 
2 Ig ■ (C/8TT) IE« I   .   The crux of our argument is that for a range of input inten- 

sities, I , Eq. (2) can have two solutions.   In one of them, the resonance is 

prevented by the absorber, most of the energy is reflected, and the field pene- 

trates but little into the cavity.   There are not enough photons to saturate the 

absorber; if the absorption is strong. Ig   « I, T and 1.   w I. R.   In the other 

state the absorber is bleached; the intensity inside the resonator is enhanced 

to a value of Ig &  I, /T, and in this ideal case all the light is transmitted. There 

is little reflection and all the light is "available" to bleach the absorber. 

We proceed now to present a more detailed though oversimplified solution 

for a simple two-level absorber and a resonator with high reflectivity mirrors, 

T= 1 -R <<1.   For high reflectivity mirrors, little absorption is needed to 

spoil the resonance :   in particular, the strength of the resonance is determined 

by the dimensionless parameter k = R  aji/ ( ' - R).   Thus, there is a range 

of absorption coefficients such that a/. < <   1. but k > > 1.   These conditions 

are overly restrictive, but they allow simplification of the above equations 

which then yield (on resonance): 

l\ 1 

( 1 + k)* 

i' - i. ( k  v (4b) 
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v        ... 

I   = I     —L-2 • <4c> 3      1   (1+k)2 

Our absorber model is a simple two-level system with a single relaxation 

time TR .    It obeys the rate equation 

dn a I„       n,, 
u    _    2_ . _u_ .cv 

"ar "  ti«    TR 
l ' 

where n   is the no. of molecules in the upper (excited) state, a is the intensity 

dependent absorption coefficient, and I» /tiu> is the incident photon flux.   The 

absorption coefficient a satisfies the equation of stimulated emission, 

*/«0= (n|-nu)/N. (6) 

3 
where n« =   N - n . N is the total number of molecules per cm   and OTQ is 

the low light level absorption coefficient.   In steady state Eqs. (5) and (6) give 

a . a0 ( I + Lj/I0 f
1, 

(7) H ^ w • 
The threshold intensity I. depends on the ratio of the relaxation rate 1/TR to 

the mean molecular absorption cross section *0/N.  Substitution of Eq. (7) into 

(4a) shows that I   /(IQT)-  Z. can be expressed as a single-valued function of 

V1 
0 " l2 : 

1-.    (-^)2 (») 

The general behavior of this function is sketched in Fig. (2a).   For high values 

of «2 lhe siopc z\ /*2 ' '* lhi* i6 lhc rcl>onAncc condition.    For low values of 

z2 we get the slope of the resonance in the presence cf absorption a. /«„ " 

(1 + k0)2.   Calculation of the derivative shows that for values *Q > A there is 

a maximum and a minimum on the curve.   We car. then predict for «ü > 8, 

that if I is slowly increased when a point of maximum of the curve of Fig. (2a) 
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is reached, the -resonator will switch over discontinuously from a "low 

intensity-high absorption" to a "high intensity-low absorption" state.   If a 

point of minimum is reached, coming from the high intensity side, a reverse 

transition occurs.   Thus, a bistable optical element is obtained, exhibiting 

hysteresis.   It can be shown that the steady state solutions are stable with re- 

spect to infinitesimal perturbations. 

In the more general case, where 1 - R is not small enough to warrant 

the above approximations, the curves can be plotted with the aid of a digital 

computer, using the more correct form of Eqs. (1) - (3) where exp [ • a JL ] 

is always replaced by exp ( -   \  a {z) 6z ] .   The absorption coefficient  or (z) 
0J fz 

is still given by Eq. (7) using I2 (z) > I2 (0) exp ( - \ a (z* ) dz' J.   One such 

plot is given in Fig. (2b) for 1 - R > 0. 2.   Note the similarity of the curves in 

Fig. (2) to the pressure j^s. Density isotherms of a gH»-liquid phase transition with a 
i critical point. 

Our calculations are still oversimpiifieo since we do not take into account 

the standing-wave nature of light that will bleach the absorber in the form of a 

grating and the variation of light intensity across the beam.   Also, real life 

saturable absorbers are not two level systems, in particular they may have a 

large residual absorption. 

A lime-otpendent version of Eq. (i) can be easily obtained.   If the Input 

field is suddenly switched on. the field inside the cavity rises exponentially: 

B2 (t) • (Ej /r ) I I - exp - (t /lr ) J 

the risetime being tr • { ijt/c ) ( I  - R)"1.   Examination of the equation» with 

the absorber present shows that the risetime is even shorter.   A saturable re- 

sonator of . I cm thickness and 95% reflectivity has a switching time of 
-10 -10      seconds.   In a gaseous saturable ab»orber. if the length of the pulse is 

longer than the inverse Doppicr width, this risetime ts lengthened to the inverse 

Doppler width:   this is the time it takes for t o un&aturatcd molecule» to move 

througn one wavelength ano thus be saturateo by tne standing wave field. 
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Our first experiments demonstrate the above characteristics.   We put 

a saturable resonator in the output beam of a single Q-switched frequency, 

single axial mode COg laser *:", *3' on the P(16) 10. 6ji transition.   The reson- 

ator is 2 cm long, and it has Bar"2 mirrors coated with a single X/4 layer of 

Te.   The mirrors are flat to better than i/5 red (6328 A) fringe.   The reson- 

ator is tuned by heating its spacers to a stabilized temperature.    It is con- 

nected to a vacuum pump, and it can be filled to various pressures of SF, gas, 

a strong absorber of this transition. *4'   Fig. (3) shows clearly the nonlinear- 

ity obtained this way, although the pressure of the absorber was not high enough 

to bring us to the bistable region. 

The saturable resonator was used in a cavity-dumping device.   This 

device (at least in its ideal form) accomplisncs the same essential function as 

those described by Bridges and Cheo*5' and others^ without the use of an ex- 

ternal modulator.   As illustrated in Fig. (4a), we replace one of the laser mir- 

rors by a saturable cavity.   Q-switching or mode-locking is initiated in the 

usual way.   (In our experiment, we used a rotating mirror.)   If the saturable 

cavity operates in its bistable region, if its switching time is short, and if the 

cavity is tuned to resonance, we expect a sudden increase in the transmission 

of the cavity at the appropriate intensity of the laser.   Thus in the ideal case 

of 100% transmission of the saturable resonator, a pulse is obtained whose phy- 

sical length is twice the length of the laser.   It should be emphasised that in 

the high absorption region the laser light does not "see" the third mirror, thus 

alignment of the laser Is not critical.   Experimental results are presented in 

Fig. (4 b). (c).    Fig. (4b) shows the laser output with an off-resonance, empty 

Fabry-Perot.   The upper trace is the output of the cavity through the single 

mirror, the lower one is the output through tne resonator.   The difference in 

the shape and tuning of the pulses Is instrumentai.   The oscilloscope is trig- 

gered externally so any changp in the relative position of the pulses is signifi- 
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cant.    Fig. (4c) shows a picture bimilar to (4b) with the saturable resonator ad- 

justed to resonance and filled to i. 5   torr   SF, ( or0 X ^   2. 5 - 3. 5 ).   A 50 

nsec wide pulse of ~ 100 watt peaK power comes out through the saturable reson- 

ator ( the laser rouna trip time, 2 L/c - IS nsec).   A» the same time, the output 

on the other ena of the cavity drops.   Th s experiment clearly demonstrates the 

working principies of the oevice.   Switcning levels at which cavity dumping oc- 

curs can be designed at will MUag tnc length of the cavity - affecting principally 

k0 -   and the relaxation time r   which, in the case of gaseous absorbers (SF,), 

can be affected by the addition of a buffer gas (He). 

The rest of this letter presents some other interesting applications of 

saturable cavities.   They all operate on paper, we also demonstrated some of 

them in the laboratory.   •]. )   In the configuration of Fig. (4a), the resonator can 

be operated outside the bistable region, either by low absorption (k0 < 8 ) or by 

choosing the laser intensity too high.   In this region, if the time behavior does 

not become unstable, we expect to stabilize the laser output intensity and thus 

also operate it ir. a single mode:   if the laser intensity grows, the dye bleaches 

and the output increases, thus Decreasing the round-trip gain of the laser. 

2.)   In tnc same configuration of Fig. (4a). the saturable cavity can be detuned 

from exact resonance, in the high absorption region region the reflectivity is 

essentially R. • 1 - T, while If the absorber *.& bleached, the reflectivity 
2 

changes to H« ■ 1 - T .   Thus, an increasing .aser .ntcasity leads to an in- 

creasing loop gain ami the laser performs rcpetit.ve Q-s«itching at intervals 

determined by the pumping rate.   This benavior was sees by us experiment- 

ally   '.    1.)  Tne arrangement snown tn Fig. (S), if desiyied properly, produces 

an Infinite pulse train from a constant (CW) light input. It behaves like a mono- 

stable multivibrator.   The saturable cavity (mirrors 2. 9 ha» to operate in the 

bistable region.   The lignt intensity in the empty cavity (ffH. rors 1, 2) grows, 

then It switches out and the cycle repeats.   Tne pulse duration Is 2L/c. and 
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the time between pulses is determined by the input intensity, the Q of the empty 

cavity, ytd the switching level.   The time between pulses cannot be longer than 

the cavity holding time, Q (2L/c). If the same arrangement is fed by a pulsed 

(Q-switchcd) laser of appropriate duration, a single pulse of duration 2L/c can 

be obtained.   For a ruby laser input pulses o: 10-1000 psec range can be rra- 

lixed.   4.)  A saturable cavity can be brought from one state to another (t, g. , 

to high transmission) by shining light on it from an external source (e. g., 

another laser).   Such an arrangement performs a basic logical operation on two 

signals.    Furthermore, if the hysteresis is large enough, once switched over to 

a high transmission state, the device will stay in that state as long as the input 

is maintained, thus performing a basic memory operation.   Particularly inter- 

esting is the case where the two input beam* are both parallel to the resonator 

axis; we know from the mode structure of cavities that an incident light beam of 

width r  •   (X K )*'     , where JL is the length cf the cavity and V the wavelength, 

interacts weakly with a similar ocam parallel to it at a distance comparable to 

r.   Consequently, many adding and memory operations can be performed in par- 

allel. 
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FIGURE CATIONS 

Fig. 1:    Schematic diagram of a Fabry-Perot resonator.   The electric fields 

are defined on the mirrors 1 and 2.   Arrows show direction of propa- 

gation. 

Fig.  2:   Static characteristics of a Fabry-Porot resonator filled with a satur- 

able absorber,   (a)   From Eqs. (4). and (b) from computer calculation. 

Fig.  3:   Multiple oscilloscope photograph of Q-switched pulses from a CO, 

laser operating on the P (16) 10. 6 + line after light has passed through 

2 cm long Fabry-Perot resonator tuned to resonance.  The two traces 

•how the output pulse from an empty cavity with ~ 70% transmission, 
v 

and from a cavity filled with 1 torr SF,.   Note the cutoff of the tail end 

of the pulse in the latter. 

Fig. 4;   "Passive" cavity dumping device,   (a)   Experimental arrangement (b) 

and (c) laser output:   upper trace, output through single mirror; lower 

trace, output through resonator,   (b) resonator empty, off resonance. 

(c)   resonator on resonance, filled w-.th saturable absorber.   Output 

through resonator «• 100 watt. 

Fig.  5:   Double-cavity arrangement to produce light pulses of duration 2 L/c. 

The s.uu/able cavity (mirrors 2. 3) operates in the bistable region. 
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APPKNDIX   il 

TRANS.V;JOIO.\ OK COHLKfcNT OPTICAL PLI.SES I.\ GASKOfS SFs 

C. K. Rnooe» «oci A. Sxttkr 
Phy»ic» Dcpanmcns, MIT. Cambridge. Mass. 03139 

A numosr of reault«. both »xperuntnUi and throrettcal. have been 

obtained on the behavior of optical pulae propagation through an absorbing 

medium.   The experiment involved a Q-«witched CO* laeer at the source, 

the abnorbmg medium «raa gaaeoua SK..   We also preaent aome espenmenlal 

resulta on tht spectroacopy of SF4 which bvar on the pulse trsnsmiasion 

espenmenta.   On tne thcorrtical side, we present aome analytical reault» 

baaed upon a almpltfied mooel dtacuaned previoualy.( ' That model neglect.- 

tnhomogenpoua broadening, in the oegeocrate caae tt» uae la entirely 

juatified.   Tne calculation« are substsntisted by some considerably more de- 
(21 tailed computer reaulta.       Both calculations corroborate the experimental 

findmga. 

Thta article emphatic^a the influence of level degeneracy («hether 

iipaiial or otherwlae) on the propagation of cohrrrni radiation.   The«e con- 

«tderations artae in a natu.'a! way in correction with the problem» of aelf 

mouced tranaparrncy^' ^4* and photon iCho.*5,ft> 

The article conclud«>ii with three appcndirea.   The first i-r«-«.. r-.i -     ••" • 

unusual obaervsttons of pula« reanaping in SF^.   The rxpenmenial evidence 

appear« to indicate the prcaence of a focusing effect;      The «ecnnd appendix 

».\t ■• the reaulta of calculations relevant to an experiment on COj. similar 

to the tranment nutation well «now» in M&R. that would enable the measure- 

ment of tne dephaaing time T».   Thia experiment doe« not involve a propagation 

effect.   Tne third contain* some remark« on the polaruation dependence of 
(5 61 thv photon echo   '     anu the modiftcattona tnat anae for an optically thick 

aample. 
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Tlu« arttcle t« divided into the follow in« «actions. 

I.    Introduction 

II     Exptrimentai Arp^ratu* 

in. EKpertmrntai Kvault« 

A. SFg Sp^etroscoptc Oou 

B. Bii«# Experiment» Conductrd at I »» Kadution Intraaity 
and Low SF. Prtaaur* (— lOmTorr) 

C. Bilao Experiment» Conducted at High Radiation Intenaity 
and Moderate SFft Preaaure (- 40mTorr) 

IV. Theory and Calculation» 

A. CalcuUt.or.s Cdrreaponding to the Condition» of 
Section Ii: B 

B. Calculatton» Carreaponotr^ to the Condition» of 
Section IUC 

V. Dtacuaaioo ano Concluaion» 

VI. Acknowledgements 

VU. supplement 

A.   Unuaua; Eapenmcnu; Ooa«*rvauor. ti SF6 

a.   C02 Fluorcacencc Ca'tCuUt.ona 

C. Rrmara» C^nccrn.n^ Pnotor. Echo Polaruation for an 
o, ... ...... Thick Medium 
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A tetemattc of th« esperunent«! apparatut is illustrated in Fig. (1). 

The cavity of the CO2 laaer is bounded by the gratlnc C and the curved Ce 

mirror W.   Q-awitching u accomplished by the rotating mirror R.   Adjust- 

ment of the grating C enabled operation on a single vibrationa I •rotational 

transition in the 10.6M banc.   The sravrlengths were determined by direct 

meaaurement with the mooochromator K. previously calibrated with a 

6S26A He-Xe laser and corrected to the vacuum.   The identification of the 

particular transitions u»ed m this experiment ws» unAmbiffuous.   A typical 

output pulae .a shown in Fife. (2).   It» wtdttv 1» given by T « 300nser.   The 

temporal coherence of the pulaea was oet.rmtneo by direct esamiruttion of 

the signal nr.odulstion generated by besting the Q-switched pulse sgsinst an 

independent continuous wave COj iaaer la a Au:Ce oetector.   Since the two 

laier* were operating independently, the variation of the beat note fre^uency 

(hiring the g-switchec puise esubhshe» an upper bound on the change of the 

optical csrr-.er frequency which occur» ounng the Q-switching procet».   If 

AM repreaents the total change in optica. frequency during the Q-«witched 

pulse, it was found that A»-^  2»/T . hence, enabling one 10 validly represent 

the oulse in the form E(t) • »(Dcosw t. with slowly varying tix).   The puUe 

tntenalty was vsrted by an acjustaole. Imear attenuator.   This was accom- 

piiiiheo by filling cell Sj with an u.ipropnate amou.il of methyl ether 

tyWMMTt •   1 - 100 Torr).    The imearay of thi» dttenuator 1» aasurect by 

oper^'.mg »t a pre»sure sufficiently ntgh ao that sll relaxation rates sre »  I 'r, 

A fraction of the Input pulne wss P-AM?*. tr.rcmg,'. the monochromaior K ..nrt 

deiectec *; detector Dj.   The remainder WAS directed through s 3.4 meter SF- 
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at>»orp(*on c*U in «rh.ch inr 6F« pntsftur« could o<r reliably set to any pros- 

Mir« from 1 mTcrr to 10 Torr.   This SF. proamiro woo moamrod by • McLeod 

gauga.   The output puU# »*». datectao «t Dj. «mplifird (if necaasary) and 

phocographad directly on tn* CRT of a Taatrom* Ä«5 oaclUoacopa.   The de- 

tactor 03 aenaeo the Q-*witcnad aignai wiuch waa ranectad frcmi tha grating 

/aro.   Thia pulaa aataOUahad a trigger signal indeprndent of the tntenatty of 

tha pulae paa»ing through ihr cell Sj.   Two typea of pular meaaurcmrnta were 

mada.   One involved tlu« recording of the »ignal at D- for a fiaeo SF. preaaure 

in cell Sj woiic the in^t puUe intenaity waa changed by varying the methyl 

ethe** preaaurv in celt S,.   The other corrcaponded to conatant input pulae 

intenaity white the SFg preaaure m cell S- waa alowly changed. 

The COj laaar la of «tandard deittgr. with NaCl firewater «indov a and 

.» f.owing C02-\2-Hc can mixture.   Detectora D{ and D3 ware Ce:Au operated 

at 770K «mle detector D2 waa Ge:Cu operating at liquid helium temperature. 

The ayatem nae time (detector and electronical for detector D« waa leva UM 

g nanosecond» aa determtneu oy direct r« .   iremmt. * ' 

III     l.upcrtrr.mtal HcauU» 

A.    SrA Spectrofcoynr D..t^ 

A arnea of expvnmenta waa performi d with the object of drtermin- 

tng the relative abaorption and aoaorpcion verab« preaaure behavior of 

varioua CO, '.aaer oaclllauona in g^arou» SF^.   Figure (3) ahowa the itnear 

abaorptton data rorreaponotng to the iN » ».   PflB) and P(20)ro_ line« for 

%Kfi prea»ure.<% under SOnr.Torr.   Thci%c r".f..hyfempntrt »er*« made wit» ihr 

^pparatua .tluatrated j\ F.g. (1) but with in« rot*...»« mirror K ri'placrd by 

a «tationary one to permit continuous «rMw O-M r..:..>r.. and detector D2 
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followed by • lock-in «mpUfter system. Input signal intensity «rss • lm\fr«tt. 

Sifnificant sttrnuation occur» on all three lines with UMT |'(I6) line evpenenc- 

inf the grestest absorption.   Since the Ooppler wiuth st 10.6M for SFft is 

30MH/. these lines sboulo be essemislly inhomogeneously broadened for the 
(6) SK- pressures les« th-n SO^ mTorr.   It should be noted that previous work 

reports observstions that are eontrsry to those shown in Fig. (3).   They 

describe the sbsorption ss appreciable on only one line for SFe pressures 

below 1 mm Hg snd identify this as the P(20) line of COj. 

The behsvior of coherent excitstlons Is trtrongly influenced b> the 

precise nature of the states involved.   As an example, a simple model des- 

cribing the effect of »pstial degeneracy ha* previously been described. 

In the cssi« of SF-,  W i» «o« obvious a priori that the transition* in the 10.6^ 

nand are resolved with respect to their Dopplcr wioths.    Indeed, in the region 

of s Q^branch there la con»iderable likelihood that tin» IN not the case.    For 

definiteness let us consider the absorption of the P(16) line of COj.   If «his 

were csused by s single sell resolved trAr.sition. then one would expert the 

absorption to initially increase linearly with pressure and then become, at 

sufficiently high presaure, pressure independent when the transition is fully 

presaure broadened.   A: even nigher pressure neighboring lines overlap and 

the absorption rises again.   Experimentally, no such pressure independent 

region Is ooaerved.   On the contrary, tne absorption ixhioits no inflertion 

point« and rines linearly .ill the way from zero to KmmllR which is well above 

any n«a«or...ole limit for prrMMrt1 broa«^ nir.H.   ^e brllow th«i tlii>» raNMtlliiii - 

unequivocal evidence against the hypothi'slM which ntatrs that the Ktronit «imori»- 

unn ..f POß) In «k«- lo .i »..njtU' will re»»<.lveo rmopniir« in SKfi.   Simil.ir i.ti..ivi«.r 

W.i.. iiltSi n-iiMiliMl fnr HM    I^Ul)««».,  li. . .     TIM.. •      I h>iU%u:tU- •••Hn|ilir.iliMM. 
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but a crucial one in tm- unOrrmumoing of neif-mducrd transparency and photon 

echo experiment« m SF.. 

From a apectroacopic point of view our flndung» can be «ummarlxed 

as follow«.   The POd) line of CO- exmoita the maximum absorption in SF. 

although the P<18) and P(20) line« are aUo appreciable absorbed.   The tran- 

«ition« involved in these absorptions of P06) and Pi)B) are not well resolved 

in relation to their Doppler widths.   Figure (4). tasen from Brunet*   ' «hows 

the 10.6M band of SFft and the n*lstive position» of the CO- lines according to 

n li 

(8) 
McCubbin. It is Significant that the- oosorption of the laaer radiation is in 

rough agreement with the low resolution spectrum oMained by llrunrt. 

This strongly suggest« that ;.%e oanu has many overlapping tranaitions and be- 

haves ake a continuum absorber,   inoeeo, .n a later section, s continuum 

mod«>l will or introduced in the description of the behavior of SF«. 

H.     P^.sc ExfM r..r.> .v.-. Corax. .«.. ..• :..'>'\ a. tii.»tt*f. Inti'ni.ty   ar.u l.ow 
b'/. Pre«!^^- f•*■ lOrr.Varr; 

In oroer to CX-.T...... carefUliy tnt tranait.or. from the linear ab«orption 

region to tne non.tncar reg.or. we worseo at greatly rechiccd Intensities for 
-3 the»c runs ip-lm     of avauao^e ir.tcr.s.ty).   We aiso oj>cr«teo at low pressures 

NIOmTorr .SF6)so that the oicquaiityTj » T • 300n«er would be beyond «usptcion. 

In particular we were concerned with tne time delay nf pul«e8 In thl« non- 

linear transition region together with the relative intensities of the transmitteo 

radiation,    it shoulc be pointed out thai the elcetrnnir* were all triggered by 

detector D   which wa» intK'pendent of the intensities of the incident »no tr.tr.-.- 

miiie<l pulses.   Thus the relative positions of tne photographed pulses with 

respect to one another are real, not artificia..   Tnree ((», transaions were 

examinea in detail,  P(l6).  P(I8) ^ad P(k0).   Figur«- (5) illuatratc« a setjuenre 
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of output pul«e«. at constant SF- pressure, for varying input amplitude of the 

P(16) line».   The first pulse in the sequence «ra«« nearly the minimum detectable 

intensity   its rhape ia that of the input pulse and its deUy is observed to bt- 

very small.   Aa the Input intensity is raised, the delay is observed to mrroase 

while the pulse reshapes dramatically.    A» the input inten.sity is raised further, 

the delay of the pulae peak i* reduced and the pulse asaumes the shape coi«*e- 

sponding to the input pulse.    Figure (6) illustrates the relative time position 

of the output pulse peak as a function of output intensity for the P(16) transi- 

tion.   It ia significant to notice that the reveraal of the delay curve.  Fig. (6). 

occurs at an intensity «hich corresponds to the knee of the saturation curve. 

Fig. CM.   Some recent calcuiattona by Hopf and Scully1       indicate such effects. 

Similar behavior was noted on both the P(18) and P(20) transitions.   However, 

in these cases the result» are not as prominent since the P(18) and P(20) ItaM 

are absorbed less strongly than the P(16).   However, a central point remains. 

the behaviors of all three tranaitions P(16),  P(18). and P(20) were qualitatively 

Similar. 

The sequence of photographs in F;g. (5) shows that the pulses possess 

s sharp peak at the leading edge corresponding to the sharp peak at the front 

of the input pulae.   Thia small peak has precursor type behavior.   The sat- 

uration curve for this peak drawn in Fig. <7) ahows that it is transmitted 

linearly aa a function of input intensity in contrast to the remainder of the pulse. 

C.    Pulse Experiments Conducted at HiRh Radiation Intensity ant! 
Moderate SF^ Pressure (-40 fr.Torr) 

An interesting effect was obaervco at hign input intensities (i.e.  in- 

tensities well above the knee on the saturation curve shown in Fig. (7).    in 
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this experiment the input intensity was held constant while the pressure in 

the SFg cell was continuously lowered at a slow pumping rate.    Figure (8) 

shows a sequence of photographs taken during one such run for the P(16) 

transition of CO,.   The largest pulse corresponds to an empty cell and thus 

is really the input pulse itself.   The other pulses are at progressively higher 

pressure, in the obvious oraer.   The photograph clearly shows a reshaping 

of the leading edge at an intermediate SFg pressure around 40 "- 50 mTorr. 

This steepening corresponas to a rise time of SOnsec.    Care must be taken 

to have a properly loaded detector as ringing can occur which will distort 

the pulse shape.   This steepening can occur from a trivial population sat- 

uration effect, but as we will show, the oehavior also occurs in a system 

with many overlapping levels even with a fully coherent excitation.   This 

will be called an effective population saturation effect and as in the simple in- 

coherent population saturation effect it corresponds to an energy loss from 

the propagating pulse.   Machine calculations nave been made which exhibit 

thia sharpening effect in the limit of coherent excitation, T0 >   T .   The 

computations will be described in a later section of this paper.   The effect 

was seen appreciably only on the P(16) line of CCL; probably on the P(l$) and 

P(20) lines there were not enough absorption lengths in the sample tube. 

IV.     Theory and Calculations 

A.    Ciiculations Corresponding to tno Conditions of Section III H 

In this section we present .« Himplc model to account for the results 

obtained at low SKg pressure (~6rr.Torr) and relatively low excitation (i.e. 

in the region of the knee oi" the saturation curve Fig. 7).   Since the absorption 
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measurements described in section III A strongly suggest that a number of 

overlapping transitions are involved in the absorption of the CO, P(16) 

transition, we introduce a continuous distribution of dipole moments n(ß). 

The quantity n(/i)dju «equals the density of systems possessing dipole moments 

between ß and n+dß.   That is,  we approximate the true physical situation 

with an effective continuum of dipole moments.   The extent to which this 

assumption is valid depends upon the nature and density of the overlapping 

levels.   We simply remark that this is not unreasonable,  since the Q-branch 

electric dipole matrix elements for a symmetric top are proportional to the 

product mk/[j(j + l)l  for linearly polarized radiation,  where -j < m < j and 

-j < k < j,  with m and k integral.   This dependence,  for sufficiently high j, 

will produce a large distribution of matrix elements,  particularly, if several 
0 

overlapping transitions are involved in the absorption. 

The basic properties of such a model are illustrated with the choice 

of n(^) = n   (a constant) for -Mm - M -Mm and n(/u) = 0 otherwise.   As further 

approximation,  it is assumed that all the systems are on exact resonance, 

w= « • any inhomogeneous broadening is ignored and the pulse length T is re- 

garded as much less than the inverse of the homogeneous line width,  T«. 

These conditions are precisely those presumed in Ref. (1).   We define 
80 

^^tf     ie(t)dt   ^   ^ (1) 
_ 00 

where 

S (t) = optical electric field amplitude 

and 

T = pulse width« dephasing time T«. 
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Then, in analogy with Ref. (1), the polarization density P(0) of the medium 

after the pulse has passed^    ' is given by 

^m 
:P((M = N y M sin G(M).^j*n(^: 

fa} -Mm 

I)M sin e((i)diji (2) 

lm 

where N describes the density of systems and the sum is converted to an in- 

tegral because the distribution n(M) is continuous (cf. Ref. (1),  formulae 5, 

7,  and 8).   The evaluation of the integral in expression (2) yields 

P(^) = 2n0Mm31,(Mrn^) (3) 

where j^x) is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order one. 

For comparison, the polarization density P,^) for a simple non-degenerate 

two-level system with matrix element M0 is written 

P^) = NM0sin (MO0) (4) 

where N designates the density of atomic systems.   Figure (9) shows plots 
2 2 of iP(0)l    and IPJ^)!    versus <j> with ßmlß0 appropriately adjusted so that 

the first zeros of P(0) and P,^) coincide for firite 0 >0.   The extent to which 

the continuum model can be approximated by a two-level system,  parameterized 

with ß , in the domain 0 < ^ < 4. 48 is indicated by the similarity of the two 

curves.   In this region effects will occur that have a qualitative similarity to 
(3) self-induced transparency.       Considerably greater deviations begin to appear 

for larger ^ as a consequence of the coherent dephasing of the ensemble of 

dipoles.   Indeed,  in the limit of high excitation the polarization is arbitrarily 

small since .__ P(<4) = 0.   This statement is not true for the nondegenerate 

system and it constitutes an essential distinction between degenerate and non- 

degenerate media as we have represented them.   A direct implication of this 

....■,:,■■■■. 
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result is that for high excitations (cf. Fig. (9)) degenerate systems tend to 

reradiate very little as compared to the comparable nondegenerate case. 

Finally, we point out that energy loss is associated with this behavior. 

Again, following Ref. (1) we calculate the energy loss per unit volume W(^) 

as 

N^   CnOxm-cos^M)]  dM 
W(^) =  L-J  (5) 

\ n{ß) d;i 

giving 
Ntiw   r ,        1 

m 
W(0)= il^L[ 1-^1- sin (^m)l (6) 

Hence, at high excitations one approaches a constant loss given by 

lim  W(0) = E^L . (7) 
<t>- 00 

This loss,  coupled with the fact that the degenerate system is qualitatively 

similar to the non-degenerate case only in the relatively low excitation range 

(cf.  Fig. (9)), restricts the sample thickness for observation of reradiation 

effects.   A sample that is too thin will not absorb and, hence, not reemit. 

On the other hand, an overly thick sample will present an overwhelming 

amount of loss,  hence,  leading to a diminished effect.   The maximum 

observable effect will correspond to an intermediate sample thickness.   On 

this basis the model predicts that coherent reradiation (pulse reshaping) 

should occur most dramatically at low pressure (T << T«) and in a narrow 

range of input intensity for a sample corresponding to a few absorption 
(12) 

lengths.v        Our attitude is supported by both pulse propagation experiments 
(2) in SFg and more detailed computer calculations      discussed below. 
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The experimental behavior, as described in section HIß of this article. 

is substantially in agreement with this simple interpretation.   The sample 

corresponded to nearly two absorption lengths.   Examination of Figs. (5), (6), 

and (7) shows that a significant coherent reradiation effect was observed 

mainly in the region corresponding to the nonlinear transition region of the 

saturation curve in Fig. (7).   Very little, if any effect,  was observed for in- 

put intensities above or below this range. 
(2) More elaborate computer calculations   ' produced a very similar 

result.   These computations incorporated the complications of a finite in- 

homogeneous width, a finite homogeneous width T2"  , and consequently, 

rendered a reasonable simulation of the SF- experiment.   The continuous 

dipole moment distribution n(^),  discussed above,  was approximated by a 

uniform distribution of discrete values spaced at equal intervals in n. 

Equivalently, the calculations thus performed corresponded to a Q(10) 

transition of a symmetric top with the k-degeneracy removed.   The satura- 

tion curve, the dependence of the pulse delay on input power, and the 

broadening of the pulse by reradiation are all very similar to our experi- 

mental results.   This pulse broadening effect, as in the experiment,  dis- 

appeared for input conditions corresponding to points either above or below 

the nonlinear transition region on the saturation curve.    It should be noted 

. 
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that the critical input condition for a non-degenerate two-level .system would 

be 9in - w.    The computer result for Q(iO) indicated a critical situation for 

3in3 1. 4r. Recall that for low excitations we argued that the continuum 

model could be approximated by a nondegenerate system with an appropriately 

chosen »i0(cf. Fig. (9)).   A value of um/n0' 1. 43 was calculated in that ex- 

ample.   We believe that ihi» compares favorably with the factor of 1. 4 

suggested by the computer results.   Of course,  such quantitative agreement 

is completely unexpected in view of the crude estimates that have been made. 

However, it does inspire respect for the continuum model approximation. 

It is worth noting here thrt in the continuum limit one can easily 

estimate the dipole moment distributions corresponding to P, Q,  or R-branch 

transitions of a symmetric top.   Wc treat separately the cases distinguished 

by the presence or absence of k-degeneracy and include the effect of inhomo- 

geneous broadening.   The quantity nOi.w) is defined as a density in «i - u space 

such that n(ji,u)dfi du equals the number of radiators possessing dipoles 

moments between JJ and ß+dß with resonant frequencies in an interval be- 

tween <*> and w + dw.   The distribution in w is assumed flat.   This is a good 

approximation when the ratio of the saturation width A «  = ^ 5/fi to the in- 

homogeneous width is less than unity.   Hence,  it is valid to put n(^, w ) ■ 

n(^) p(«) o- n(^).    Since p(u) is a constant,  we can integrate over a finite width 

A" giving 

I (n(M) p(w)d/i)Gw = n(/i) p(«)Aud^ = n'O^dju (8) 
Aw 

Now,  if the width Aw is identified as the saturation width, then n'(^j) = c^i n(^) 
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■tnce the saturation width ib proportional to the dipole moment u.   The 

number c oenotes an appropriate proportionality ronstant which does not 

concern us here.    Hence, the inclusion of inhomogcnoous hroarlcning 

simply multiplies the dipole moment distribution n(*i) by «i.   It remains to 

calculate n(ji) tor the specific cases.   This is accomplished by letting the 

projection quantum numbers m and k in UM matrix elements      'u (m, k) 

represent continuous parameters in the interval [-j. j) and assuming that 

each value of m or k is equally probable.   Only transitions associated with 

light polarized along the z-airection are considered.    The results for the 

Q-branches are quoted below.   The quantity ß     denotes the maximum dipole 

moment of the distributions so the results are valid only in the domain 

1. Q-branch, k-degeneracy removed, n'^)«^. 

2. Q-branch. k-degeneracy unbroken; n'U) ^ M(Mm" W^- 

Similar results can be obtained for the P and R-branches although they are 

somewhat tedious.   These distributions show a tendency to peak more nearly 

about the maximum dipole moment ßm at the distribution than the Q-branch 

results. 

This section is concluded with some remarks on the intensity dependence 

of the photon echo.    '       These considerations will affect the results of photon 

echo experiments in thai they will lead to a substantial reduction in the echo 

intensity as a function of the input intensities.    Ordinarily,  for a nondegenerate 

system and a thin sample the echo intensity will be periodic in the input in- 

tensities.   However,  in the continuum model, the echo intensity will be strongly 

damped at high input intensities since   j^^Pfa) ■ 0.    Indeed,  results consis- 

tent with this picture have been reported experimentally. * '   In this work 

■ 
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the echo vanished completely and did not reappear at higher input intensities. 

Recapitulating, we have introduced a crude, but we believe descriptive 

model for some coherent excitation processes in SF..   Ue find that for low ex- 

citation the behavior of the degenerate system qualitatively resembles that of 

the simple, non-degenerate,  two level system (cf.  Fig. (9)).    The predictions on 

pulse reshaping and absorption agree well with both our experimental findings 
(21 and more sophisticated computer calculations.    '   And finally, it is shown 

that the anomalous intensity dependence of the photon echo in SFg can be 

understood as arising from the effects of degeneracy. 

B.   Calculations Jorrespondirg to the Conditions of Section IIIC 

The considerations described here pertain to the experimental result6 

of section IIIC.   The entire discussion assumes that no relaxation processes 

are operative.   The principal effect reported in section IIIC was a consider- 

able sharpening of the leading edge of the pulse under conditions of both high 

input intensity and an extremely thick sample (~20 absorption lengths). 

Figure (8), which illustrates this effect,  shows that the decrease in the rise 

time is directly attributable to the energy removed from the leading edge of 

the pulse.   The entire pulse, however, experiences a modest absorption of 

less than 20% of the total energy and the tail of the pulse is transmitted with 

no discernible effect.   This behavior is typical of a saturation process; the 

ultimate rise time being determined by the time interval necessary, at that 

intensity, to saturate the medium.   Because of the degeneracy of the SF- tran- 

sition, this saturation behavior will occur even in the limit of a completely 

coherent excitation.   We will call this an "effective" saturation process.    It 

arises because the distribution of dipoles associated with the degeneracy 

cancel one another at high excitation levels and put the system into a state of 

essentially zero macroscopic polarization.   However,  a finite and constant 

mmmmmmmammmmmmmmmmmmmmunm i iw- 
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energy is absorbed in this process.   Hence, in this context the term "saturation" 

desrnbcK a situation in which an additional increment of excitation does not 

change the macroscopic state of the meüium,  cither it« polarization or energy 

content.   Naturally, the constant absorption,  for a fixed sample, is relatively 

less and less as the input intensity and energy are increased.   Indeed,  in the 

continuum model presented in the preceding section, the macroscopic dipole 

moment left in the medium after the passage of the pulse is given by Eq. (3). 

This is a damped oscillating function which decreases rapidly as the pulse 

angle 9 is increased.   At the same time the energy loss per unit volume tends 
Ntiw 

to —-— as expression (7) indicates.   In order to establish the credibility of 

this reasoning, we present the following argument.   Consider only the leading 

edge of a pulse whose intensity I(t) is rising linearly as given by 

I(t) * L t OS t < T. (9) 

The quantity Tr is defined as the pulse rise time.   We assume that the medium 

is saturated by this leading edge so that 

Tr jrr    
£m C E(t)dt »ümC    |& i(t)  dt = e

w »  ! m (10) 

is valid for the characteristic value of the dipole moments associated with 

the transition.   Since I0 and Tr are known from the experiment, one can 

calculate a rough estimate for the matrix element ^     appearing in expression 

(10).   With I0 a lkw/cm . Tr= SOnsec, and assuming em3 20, a simple 

computation gives Mms 3x 10"    esu.   This value is in good agreement^    ' 

with estimates given for the relevant matrix elements in SFg.   The argument, 

of course, is only approximate, but since no adjustable parameters are at 
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our disposal, the agreement is significant. 

The reasoning and conclusions of the preceding paragraph have been 
to) 

fully substantiated by computer ralculations.        These calculations take into 

consideration, level degeneracy, inhomogeneous broadening and propagation 

effects arising from an optically thick sample.   The radiation field is re- 

presented as plane, linearly polarized running wave. Specifically, the 

computations were performed for a Q-branch transition corresponding to an 

angular momentum quantum number js 10, Q(10).   This particular choice 

was made becuase the matrix element distribution for Q(10) provides a 

discrete approximation to a continuous distribution of matrix elements used 

for discussion in the preceding section IVA.   So we are motivated in our 

selection of a compatible case for discussion here.   These calculations, with 

the parameters appropriately adjusted to correspond to the experimental 

situation, showed a pulse steepening effect remarkably similar to the one 

observed.   This result is not peculiar to a Q(10) transition.   The identical 

computations were performed for a P-branch transition with angular momentum 

quantum number js 21,  P(2l).    The conclusion was identical.   Thus, as 

suggested in the remarks leading to Eq. (10), it appears that this pulse steepen- 

ing effect emerges as a general phenomenon associated with the response of 

highly degenerate media to very intense,  coherent pulses.   In principle, the 

minimum rise time of this sharpening effect is limited by the effective satur- 

ation linewidth of the system.   This quantity,  from expressions (9) and (10) 

is given approximately by 

T   alfmÜ    (-£-) (11) r       2ßm       8ffIo 

This time Tr can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the intensity I . 
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V.   Discussions and Conclusions 

Some of the complications of pulse propagation through an absorbing 

medium which arise from spatial degeneracy and overlapping levels have 

been examined both experimentally and theoretically.   It is found that the 
(31 effect of self-induced transparency, first described by Hahn.    ' is modified 

in an essential way.   These modifications tend to reduce certain features 

associated with the effect.   As is now well known, the strict case of self- 

induced transparency is only possible under very special circumstances. 

These conditions are described in Ref. (1).   Unfortunately, these modifica- 

tions tend to destroy many of the features of the pure effect, namely, a 

finite energy loss is assoicated with the pulse propagation,  delay times 

are reduced, and the phenomenon of pulse break-up is suppressed.   One 

of the most disappointing features cf this result is that all these tendencies 

qualitatively modify the pulse propagation behavior in the same way as the 

introduction of a finite Tg.   This will inevitably complicate the extraction 

of information relating to collisions when, in future experiments,  one 

operates in a regime where T« is comparable to the pulse width. 

Our analysis is based on a degenerate,  homogeneously broadened 

model.   This is done in order to point out the differences between degenerate 

and non-degenerate systems.    Inhomogeneous broadening which is present in 

our experiments apparently modifies both cases similarly. 

Any study of this nature using SF« involves obvious difficulties. It has 

been stressed that the detailed behavior of pulse propagation depends crucially 

on quantum numbers of the absorbing states.   However,  the precise level 

•.:.■      :,.      ,.,!:   ,.-.;,     ! •        •    /   •      - «B   ■'      ' 
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structure of SFg is both comphcätec and unknov/n.   In our analysis we have 

attempted to utilize the apparently continuous absorption through the intro- 

duction of a continuum model (a continAum in u and ß).   This program views 

the spectral complications in such a way that a simplification obtains.   On 

this basis a number of .statements concerning the behavior of coherent optical 

excitations were made.    All these considerations wi-re in the limiting case 

of T0 — •,   Thus, the main thrust of this research has been focused on the 

examination of degeneracy effects in a continuum limit. ^ Basically, two 

different effects were observed and described on the basis of the continuum 

model.   The first involved nigh excitation of a very thick sample.   In this 

case an effective saturation behavior was observed which led to a sharpen- 

ing of the leading edge of the input pulse.    This is a fully coherent effect 

and a general feature of degenerate systems under a broad range of circum- 

stances.   The second effect illustrated pulse reshaping and reradiation 

phenomena as they occur in degenerate media.    It was shown that under suit- 

able conditions (moderate excitation and a sample around one absorption 

length) the results could be qualitatively understood by an equivalent two-level 

system.   A finite loss is assoicated with propagation under all these conditions 

so no strict transparency is observed, 
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VII   Supplement 

A - Unusual Experimental Observation in SFg 

An unusual experimental result was obtained in a pressure and intensity 

region well above that described in IIIB,   This result is highly suggestive of a 

self focussing effect.   The SFg pressure in the 3. 4 meter cell was around 
3 

50mTorr and the input intensities were approximately 10   times above the in- 

tensity for maximum pulse reshaping as discussed in Section IIIB.   Figure (10) 

illustrates one such result.    The input pulse is essentially the same as shown 

in Fig.  ( 2 ).    The pulse appears to have broken up into two well resolved 

pulses with a node very nearly occuring between them.    This pulse configura- 

tion,  the sharper one travelling faster and both of nearly similar areas,  is 

precisely the wave form to which a 4^ input pulse is expected to evolve for a 

non-degenerate system as discussed by Hahn. However,  this is not 

happening here, at the very lea.st,  in view of the effects of degeneracy.    In- 

deed,  careful examination indicates that the two peaks are not passing 

through the same volumes in the absorption cell.    The intensity ratio can be 

reversed by manipulating irises.    A complicated phenomenon appears to be 

taking place.    Experimentally, the situation is ripo for violations of an in- 

finite plane wave description.   The sample has an optical depth more than 

20 absorption lengths and our input mode pattern is essentially diffraction 

limited.   The plane wave modelv    ' is very probably useless for such 

circumstances (i.e.   diffracting input and sample absorption lengths » 1). 

, 
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B  -   CQ0 Fluorescence Calculations 

It was stated in the preceding sections of this article that the unknown 

spectroscopic properties of SFg considerably complicated the analysis of 

coherent pulse transmission experiments.    On the other hand,   CO«,  even 

though it possesses the advantage of a known structure,  is practically use- 

less in propagation experiments because its absorption is too small.    In this 

appendix we present the results of calculations pertaining to CO^ in an ex- 

perimental situation where the known spectroscopic information is used to 

advantage.    It is a variant of the transient nutation effect well known in 

NMR.   The experiment is sensitive to any irreversible dephasing time T2, 

but does not operate on a propagation effect.    This provides a generous 

simplification in that only Schrodinger' s equation is used in this treatment, 

Maxwell's equation being unnecessary since no propagation effects are con- 

sidered (i. e. optically thin medium).    COg gas absorbs weakly at 10. 6ß be- 

cause the absorption occurs from an excited state ~ 1300 cm'    above the 

ground state (see Fig.  (11)).    However,  the 4. 3/u transition 00ol ?= 00o0 is 

infrared active and the spontaneous radiation radiated subsequent to excitation 

at 10.6ß is readily detectable.v        For a fully coherent excitation from 

10o0 — 00°! the intensity of the spontaneous emission from the 00ol state is 

proportional to the sum of the upper state populations.   We denote the upper 

state amplitudes by am(.) and consider excitation on only one of the vibrational- 

rotational transitions in the 10.6^ band.    The spontaneous emission intensity 

has been calculated as a function of input intensity for a linearly polarized 

square wave input pulse of height   ß   and width r.   The effect of inhomogeneous 

broadening is included.    If the upper state amplitudes are assumed to be zero 

before the pulse,  a standard solution of the two-level problem,  ignoring anti- 
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2 
resonant torm.s, gives the upper slate populations jafn(Aw, ^ .T)j    as 

9 .i/o 

a     ka),g0,T)l2=  Lgmg&l -sin2/T    t (u,-W')2 + (u     « ) (.     (12) 
m '      (o>-u')2 + (^me0)2 t     L m 0 J     J 

where AOJ = OJ -OJ' 

^      = <upper, ml ^„j lower, in> ,   ti « 1 
111 '        O fJ * 

(diagonal in m since input is linearly polarized along the z-direction) 

w = angular frequency of optical radiation 

w' = angular center frequency of irradiated system. 

If the inhomogeneously broadened resonance has a center at w   and is described 

by a gaussian distribution of width ACJDJ then the 4. 3JU spontaneous emission 

signal is proportional to 

00 

Kw, S0) =: J dw'e   * Au,DJ;      Y (M« Än)Ä '""    i      i  '"   "^   _ll»lg 
m»-j i«-w ,  T ^me>0 

The summation extends over the 2j +1 degenerate levels associated with the 

molecular transition.   Naturally,  we have assumed that T « T2 in these cal- 

culations.   We have also ignored any depe: cence on the input pulse shape as 

this is known to be weak (square, gaussian or hyperbolic secant wave forms 

probably result in a 5% deviation or less). 

Figure (12) illustrates the results for two cases of interest.    A curve 

corresponding to the opposite case T2 « T,  calculated by the normal steady 

state saturation formula,  is included for comparison.    The modulation of the 

output intensity arises from the coherent excitation of states with differing 

dipole moments. 

-'^   s-,,,mgo)3-i
t!^)*('WJ   } (I3) 

(w- w')2+ (A*     Sn)2 

■   ■ .   ■,. •■ .■ .;•: .■■..-.:..- m...... ■ ■■■■■■•■  -'■■■■ mmi ■   . 
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Experimentally,  one measures the 4. 3^ spontaneous emission intensity 

versus input intensity paramotncaily ad a function of CO« pressure.   In this 

way, Tg can be roughly defined by the pressure at which the intersity modula- 

tion becomes smeared.   At ihm pressure Tg ~T.   An experiment of this type 

is presently under way in our laboratory. 

C:   Remarks Concerning Photon Kcho Polarisation for an Optically 

Thick Medium 

(6) 
Gordon et al.     have calculated the photon echo polarization dependence 

on the relative polarization of the excitation pulses for P. O, and R-branch 

transitions for several values of angular momentum j.   They give the relative 

echo polarization under the following conditions; 

a) the echo intensity is at a maxirr.jm and 

b) the sample is optically thin. 

These results have a dependence on the excitation pulse intensities and will, 

therefore, not apply to an optically thick medium.   Indeed, their experiment, 

which was conducted on an optically thick sample, ied them to conclusions 

that they themselves described as difficult to believe (to wit j = 0 - j' I 1 or 

j = 1 -- j' = 1 transition). 

A complete solution of the echo polarization problem involving pro- 

pagation effects necessitates an elaborate computer analysis which is not 

preHrntc«! here.    InMioau,  we indicate how tne qualitative effect of a thick 

sample can be under.stoon in considerabjy .simpler terms as derived from the 

calculation valid for a thin sample.    Ai this point we follow tne work o." Gordon 

(6) -ü9> et al.      in refining a vector Q which ueaerioe.s the echo polarization vector by 
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O "* 2 <echo = ~^" anc' t'ie ec^0 intensity by a quantity proportional to IQI   .    Con- 
IQI - (gv 

sider the geometry illustrated in Fig. (13).   Then Q is given       by 

3-^.1» (*j») ..»(i^i) sin(,!m„) 
tn, m', m I    mit 

<a,m jPo  ib.ni'^ <a, m'le        y Ja, m"> <b( m"| e       y\h,m>       (14) 

where 

^li = 2<a,ijPz|b.i>J    F1(t)dt 
first pulse 

^■aO.llPjm.^J    F2(t)dt 
second pulse 

y t.\ = envelope of excitation pulse,   I« 1,2 

P     ■ dipole moment operator 

< a, 4 , = lower state a, i1 sublevei 

<b# 11 = upper state o, i n sublevei 

J   = y - component of angular momentum operator. 

The triple summation is luKen over all me degenerate subievels.    In a thick 

sample the excitation function« 6n   and Q, . vary considerably through the 

sample.   Thus, for m / m' the factor sin (-*£a) sin f -ZmM  appearing in 

Eq. (14) will tend to a small quantity aue to the effective averaging over a 

ranji«« f'i'02m an<, ^am'"    ^ow*'Vt,r'  Ior m ' ^ tht, s'n*' ("I^V  Wl11 'cn<' to" 

warn u vaiue of 1/2.   This uvoragin^; process then causes the summation to 

be dominated by the UT.T.S far which m    m*.    Tbc vector property of Q is 

contained in the matrix element <a, mj P    jb, m^ which for m = m1 goes over 

io<a,mip   b, m>,  ?   and ?   vanishing.    Hence, Q lies along the polar- ■/. x y 

ization of the second pulse t« = ^z independent of the angular momentum 
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quantum states of the participating levels. Of course this argument is in- 

complete in that it ignores any propagation effects. In spite of this, how- 

ever, it fairly clearly establishes the tendency of thick samples with 

degenerate levels to produce echo polarizations which lie along the second 
2 

pulse polarization.   However, this simple theory does not give a cos 0 

dependence for the echo intensity.   This intensity behavior is,  in general, 

quite complicated. 

■ 
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FIGURE  CAPTIONS 

1.    Schematic Diagram o: the Experimental Apparatus 

Key:   A-wideband amplifier,  rise time'-3nsec; 

B- NaCl flat beam splitter,  uncoated 

D^ Do-GerAu liquid N« cooled detectors 

D« - Ge:Cu liquid He cooled detector 

G - grating 

L, Ig. Jo - adjustable irises 

K - grating monochromator 

L,, Lg-BaFg lenses 

1VL - 7— meter radius Ge mirror,  uncoated 1      2 
M5 - 8 meter mirror 

S, - attenuator ceil,   15 cm long 

Sg - 3. 4 meter SFg absorption cell 

R - flat rotating Q-switch mirror 

T - 3 meter Brewster window laser tube 

2. Typical Q-switched Laser Pulse.Horizontal Scale = 100nsec/cm 

3. Linear absorption data for the absorption of the P(16),  P(18),  and P(20) 

lines (lO^^ 00ol band) of C02 in SFg for SFg pressures below SOmTorr. 

(8) 4. The SFg spectrum in the region of 10.6^ as taken from Brunet.        The 

upper numbers are associated with points on the SFß spectrum.    The re- 

lative positions of the P(16),  p(18),  ana P(20) transitions of CCX, are 

described by the lower arrows. 

5. A sequence of output pulses at an SFg pressure of 6 mTorr,  for varying in- 

put intensity of the CO? P(16) transition.   In tne sequence the input intensity 
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FXURE CAPTIONS (c-ont) 

5. (cont)   rises monotonicaily from the top left to the lower right reading 

successively across the page.    The time scale for all photographs is 

100nsec/cm. 

6. A delay curve; the position of the output pulse maximum versus the in- 

put pulse intensity of the CO, P(lö) line.   The SFg pressure was 6 mTorr. 

The delay times are in units of the SFg inhomogeneous width, T2 = 50 nsec. 

7. The saturation curve which corresponds to the data illustrated in Fig. (6); 

output pulse intensity versus input pulse intensity.   The SFg pressure was 

6 mTorr.   The small peak on the input pulse has precursor type behavior 

as indicated by the linear plot that represents its response. 

8. As output pulse sequence for the CC^ P(16) line as the SFg pressure is 

slowly swept.   The pulse steepening occurs at an SFg pressure corre- 

sponding approximately to 40 mTorr.    Pulse intensity is plotted vertically 

while the time scale on the horizontal is 50 nsec/cm. 

2 2 9. Plots of the polarization density functions squared,   !P(^)|    and IP, ((/>)!   , 

for the continuum model and the qua si-equivalent two-level system,  re- 

spectively, versus <f>.   The condition for the coincidence of the first zeros 

of P(^) and Pj^) for finite ^ > 0 is Umlß0 = 1. 43. 

10. A double peaked output pulse wave form from the 3. 4 meter absorption 

cell.   The SFg pressure was ~ 50 mTorr and the input pulse corresponded 

to that illustrated in Fig. (2).    Pulse intensity is plotted vertically while 

the horizontal time scale corresponds to 50ns/cm. 

11. A partial CO« energy level diagram showing the vibrational states relevant 

to the 10.6^ absorption and the subsequent 4. 3^ fluorescence. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS (cont) 

12. Intensity of spontaneous emission at 4. 3/u  versus intensity (g   ) of the 

excitation pulse at 10.6^.   Two cases are shown; j = 0 -♦ j' = 1 and 

j = 16 -♦ j" = 17.   The third smooth curve represents the result for a steady 

state situation, Tg« T. 

13. The geometry for the echo polarization; 

i.  = polarization vector of the first pulse, 

^2 s lz 
= polarization vector of the second pulse, 

both input pulses propagate along the y-axis with wave vectors k, = k9= k-f  . 
1 ^ ly 

. 
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